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Abstract
How to color 3 colorable graphs with few colors is a problem of longstanding interest. The
best polynomial-time algorithm uses n0.2072 colors. There are no indications that coloring using
say O(log n) colors is hard. It has been suggested that lift and project based SDP relaxations
could be used to design algorithms that use n colors for arbitrarily small  > 0.
We explore this possibility in this paper and find some cause for optimism. While the case
of general graphs is till open, we can analyse the Lasserre relaxation for two interesting families
of graphs.
For graphs with low threshold rank (a class of graphs identified in the recent paper of Arora,
Barak and Steurer on the unique games problem), Lasserre relaxations can be used to find an
independent set of size Ω(n) (i.e., progress towards a coloring with O(log n) colors) in nO(D)
time, where D is the threshold rank of the graph. This algorithm is inspired by recent work of
Barak, Raghavendra, and Steurer on using Lasserre Hierarchy for unique games. The algorithm
can also be used to show that known integrality gap instances for SDP relaxations like strict
vector chromatic number cannot survive a few rounds of Lasserre lifting, which also seems reason
for optimism.
For distance transitive graphs of diameter ∆, we can show how to color them using O(log n)
O(∆)
colors in n2
time. This family is interesting because the family of graphs of diameter O(1/)
is easily seen to be complete for coloring with n colors. The distance-transitive property implies
that the graph “looks” the same in all neighborhoods.
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Introduction

In the graph coloring problem we are given a graph G = (V, E). A coloring with t colors is a
function f : V → [t], such that for any (p, q) ∈ E, f (p) 6= f (q). The smallest t such that a coloring
exists is called the chromatic number of the graph, and the graph is said to be t-colorable.
Despite much research we still have no good coloring algorithms even in very restricted cases.
This is explained to some extent because it is NP-hard to approximate the chromatic number
of a graph up to a factor of n1− for any  > 0 ([24], following a long line of work in PCPs).
Therefore attention has shifted to the case where the graph is 3-colorable. In this restricted case
known algorithms can color the graph using Õ(nc )1 colors for some constants c. Wigderson’s purely
combinatorial algorithm [23] works for c = 1/2. Using more combinatorial tools Blum achieved
c = 3/8 [7]. Karger, Motwani, and Sudan [16] used SDP relaxations to achieve c = 1/4, which was
combined with combinatorial tools to achieve c = 3/14 by Blum and Karger [8]. Arora, Charikar
and Chlamtac [3] then carefully analyzed the SDP relaxation to reduce c to 0.2111. Chlamtac [10]
further reduced c to 0.2072 using O(1) levels of Lasserre lifting of the basic SDP relaxation (Lasserre
lifting is defined in Section 2).
The seeming difficulty in getting even small improvements in c suggests that substantial improvement to c (achieving c = o(1) for example) is intractable, but few lowerbounds are known.
Dinur, Mossel and Regev[13] showed that it’s hard to color with any constant number of colors (i.e.,
O(1) colors) based on a variant of Unique Games Conjecture. Some integrality gap results[14, 16, 22]
show that the simple SDP relaxation has an integrality gap at least n0.157 .
Arora et al. [3] suggested that using O(1) or O(log n) levels of Lasserre lifting on the standard
SDP relaxation should allow us to find an n -coloring (running time would be nO(k) where k is
the number of levels). In general researchers have hoped that a few rounds of lift-and-project
strengthening of SDP relaxations (via Lasserre or other methods) should allow better algorithms
for many other problems, though few successes have resulted in this endeavor. A notable example
is a result of Chlamtac and Singh [11] which allows us to find large independent sets in hypergraphs
using O(1/γ 2 ) levels of Lasserre lifting when an independent set of size γn is guaranteed to exist.
The current paper is related to recent developments about the unique games problem. A surprising recent result of Arora, Barak and Steurer [1] showed that unique games can be solved in
subexponential time using the idea of threshold rank. In the same paper they also gave better
algorithms for problems such as MAX-CUT when the threshold rank is low. More recently, Barak,
Raghavendra and Steurer [5] showed that the surprising subexponential algorithm for unique games
can be rederived using Lasserre lifting. Their rounding algorithm involves a new convex programming relaxation for threshold rank which we also use in a key way. It gives a way to round the
SDP solution by showing that the solution vectors exhibit “global correlation.”
We extend the techniques of Barak et.al. to show that low threshold rank also helps in coloring
3-colorable graphs with fewer colors. Our algorithm is also derived using Lasserre liftings. In
general we think our approach may lead to n -coloring in subexponential or even quasi-polynomial
time (especially by combining with the Blum coloring tools). We note in Section C that known
integrality gap examples for 3-coloring SDPs do not work after polylog levels of Lasserre lifting.
Notice that subexponential time algorithms are believed to not exist (assuming the exponential
time conjecture) for exact 3-coloring problem because there is a linear size reduction from 3-SAT
to 3-Coloring. However, conceivably a O(log n) coloring could be done in polynomial time.
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Here and throughout the paper Õ hides logarithmic factors.
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1.1

Our Results

The difficulty in using Lasserre liftings for colorings as well as any other problem is the lack of an
obvious rounding algorithm. The paper [5] gives such a rounding algorithm for the unique games
problem for graphs of low threshold rank. Our first result is a similar algorithm for graph coloring.
We state the theorem here and will prove it in Section 4. The hypothesis uses a somewhat different
notion of threshold rank than [5].
Theorem 1. There is a constant c > 1 and a randomized rounding algorithm such that the following
is true. If a regular 3-colorable graph G has threshold rank Rank−1/16 (G) (i.e., the number of
eigenvalues less than −1/16, where eigenvalues are scaled to lie in [−1, 1]) at most D, then the
algorithm can find an independent set of size at least n/12 in time nO(D) with constant probability.
Moreover, if the graph is vertex-transitive (see Section A.2), there is a randomized algorithm that
finds a coloring with O(log n) colors in nO(D) time.
As a corollary of the above result we can show that existing “counterexamples” for graph coloring
algorithms (eg examples that exhibit high integrality gap for strict vector chromatic number [15])
cannot be counterexamples for high level Lasserre liftings since they all have low threshold rank
(see Section C). (Note that a similar result for unique games was a precursor to the ultimate
subexponential algorithm in ABS[1] which works for all instances.)
When we try to apply similar ideas to general graphs, we quickly realize that the problematic
cases (if they exist at all) must be such that different neighborhoods look “different.” Of course,
this flies against the usual intuition about SDP relaxations: the usual reason for high integrality
gaps (at least in explicit examples) is precisely that all neighborhoods look the same and the SDP
gives no meaningful clues.
To quantify the notion of all neighborhoods “looking the same,” we focus on a specific kind of
symmetric graph, the distance transitive graphs, which have been well-studied in graph theory (see
the book [9]). In fact we restrict attention to such graphs that in addition have low diameter. The
reason is that using simple combinatorial arguments one can show that in order to color the graph
with n colors, it suffices to restrict attention to graphs of diameter O(1/). (This is proved similarly
to Theorem 15 in Section D). If a distance transitive graph has diameter ∆ and Lasserre2O(∆)
O(∆)
number 3, we show how to find a O(log n) coloring in O(n2
) time. See Section 5.
How can our ideas be generalized to all graphs? In Section D we show that this could be done
if we can relate the vertex expansion properties of small sets to notions like threshold rank, and
formulate a conjecture which if true would yield subexponential time coloring algorithms that find
an n -coloring.

2
2.1

The SDP and Lasserre Hierarchy
Lasserre Hierarchy for Coloring SDP

The standard SDP relaxation for graph 3-coloring uses vector chromatic number, but it is not
amenable to Lasserre lifting. So we start with an equivalent (see [10]) relaxation based upon 0/1
variables. For each vertex p of the graph G = (V, E), we have three variables xp,R , xp,Y , xp,B where
xp,C = 1 for C ∈ {R, Y, B} “means” the vertex p is colored with color C. Thus exactly one of the
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three variables will be 1. The integer program is as follows:
∀p ∈ V

xp,R + xp,B + xp,Y = 1

∀p ∈ V

xp,R xp,B = xp,R xp,Y = xp,B xp,Y = 0

∀(p, q) ∈ E, C ∈ {R, Y, B}

xp,C xq,C = 0

∀p ∈ V, C ∈ {R, Y, B}

xp,C ∈ {0, 1}

Clearly solutions to this program correspond to valid 3-colorings of the graph G. Now we relax
this integer program by replacing each xp,C with a vector vp,C . The result is an SDP relaxation.
Then we lift this SDP using k levels of Lasserre lifting. (For Lasserre lifting see the surveys[12,
18]).The lifted SDP contains vector variables vS , where S is a subset of the set V × {R, Y, B} (later
denoted by Ω) and has size at most k. The resulting SDP is
∀p ∈ V
∀p ∈ V, C1 6= C2
∀(p, q) ∈ E, C ∈ {R, Y, B}
[
[
[
∀P, Q, S, T ⊆ Ω, P
Q=S
T, |P
Q| ≤ k

vp,R + vp,B + vp,Y = v∅

(1)

hvp,C1 , vp,C2 i = 0

(2)

hvp,C , vq,C i = 0

(3)

hvP , vQ i = hvS , vT i

(4)

hv∅ , v∅ i = 1

(5)

In this SDP, Equations (1) to (3) are constraints obtained from the integer program; Equations (4) are the consistency constraints imposed by Lasserre lifting; Equation (13) is just a normalization. Notice that here we are abusing notation a bit: if the set S contains only one event
(p, C), we use both vp,C and vS for the same vector. We call this SDP Lask and its solution SDP k .
If we replace the set of colors {R, Y, B} with a set of size t, this SDP becomes an SDP relaxation
for t-coloring. We define the Lasserrek number of a graph G as a relaxation of the chromatic
number; it is a generalization of existing notions such as vector chromatic number.
Definition 1. The Lasserrek number for a graph G is the smallest number of colors t such that
the t-color SDP relaxation for this graph is still feasible after k-level Lasserre lifting.
For any k, the Lasserrek number of a graph is always at most the true chromatic number,
because the integral solution is always feasible for the Lasserre lifting. In particular, if G is 3colorable, its Lasserek number is at most 3 for any k. The Lasserre1 number is known to be
equivalent to strong vector chromatic number defined in [16] (for proof see [10]).

2.2

Understanding the SDP Solution

It is well known that the vectors in the SDP solution can be viewed as giving locally consistent
distributions over solutions (see [17, 12, 10]). Here we discuss how we should interpret the solution
of coloring SDP.
Throughout the discussion below, an “atomic event” (abbreviated to just “event” when this
causes no confusion) consists of assigning a vertex p some color C. We denote by Ω = V ×{R, Y, B}
the set of all atomic events. Our rounding algorithm will iteratively assign colors to vertices. Each
step may assign a color C to p, or declare that color C will never be assigned to p. In the former
case the atomic event (p, C) has happened; in the latter case the complement event happened. It is
common to interpret the SDP solution as giving a distribution over these events whose probabilities
are equal to the innerproducts of the vectors. We formulate this by the following theorem:
4

Theorem 2 (Lasserre[17, 10]). A solution to k-level Lasserre lifting SDP (Lask ) encodes a locally
consistent coloring for any set of k vertices. Locally consistent means all colorings with positive
probability are valid colorings. If W is a set of atomicSevents then the probability that they happen
is equal to the inner-product of vS and vT , where S T = W . In particular, each vector can be
decomposed as vW = rW v∅ + uW where rW is the probability that all events in W happen and uW
is perpendicular to v∅ .
If w = (p, C) is an atomic event, properties of Lasserre lifting allow us to construct a subsolution
in which event w happens (ie vertex p is assigned colored C), and a subsolution in which event
w does not happen (ie color C is forbidden for p from now on). We randomly choose one of the
subsolutions to preserve the probability of w. That is, if rw is the probability of event w, we pick
the subsolution in which w happens with probability rw , and pick the subsolution in which w does
not happen with probability 1 − rw . We call this “conditioning the solution on event w”. The result
of such an operation will be a solution for k − 1 level of Lasserre lifting, which we call SDP k−1 .
The computation needed to compute the new vectors in SDP k−1 is simple and follows from the
above theorem: the probabilities of the new k −1-level solution must be the appropriate conditional
probabilities in the locally consistent distributions in the k-level solution.
The atomic event w happens with probability hvw , v∅ i in the above-mentioned locally consistent
solution. If w happens then this means we can normalize vw to be the new v∅0 . The new vector for
set S is vS0 = vS S{w} / kvw k2 . Further, w does not happen probability 1 − hvw , v∅ i. Thus if w does
not happen then one of the events w1 and w2 , which involve coloring p with the other two colors,
will happen. The new vector for a set S will be vS0 = (vS S{w1 } + vS S{w2 } )/ kvw1 + vw2 k2 .
Note that we must use Lasserre instead of weaker relaxations: Sherali-Adams[20] and LovászSchrijver[19]. The reason is that we consider solutions as locally consistent solutions (which rules
out Lovász-Schrijver) and we use critically that probabilities correspond to inner-products of vectors
(which rules out Sherali-Adams). Detailed comparison between the three hierarchies are given in
the two surveys [12, 18]

3

Global Correlation, Local Correlation and Rounding

Given a solution to the k-level lifting Lask of a graph G, we shall define the global correlation
of this solution and show how global correlation of order Ω(1/k) can help to round the solution.
Intuitively global correlation measures the average correlation between the colors of two vertices
chosen uniformly at random. In general, this correlation may be close to 0: knowing the color
of one doesn’t give much information about the color of the other. If the global correlation is
bounded away from 0 however, then intuitively speaking, fixing the color for a randomly chosen
vertex should bias the average remaining vertex a bit towards a particular color. Thus after fixing
the colors for a sufficiently large set of vertices, the colors for most of the remaining vertices must
get more or less fixed. This the main idea of Barak et.al.[5] in the context of unique games, and
Lemma 3 is adapted from there. The amount of variability in the color of the average vertex is
quantified using variance.
We first examine how conditioning on one atomic event reduces the variance of another. Let
w1 , w2 be two atomic events, r1 , r2 be their probabilities respectively, and r12 be the probability
that both of them happen. The variance of the conditional random variable w2 |w1 is given by:
Var[w2 |w1 ] = r1 (

r12
r12
r2 − r12
r2 − r12
(r1 r2 − r12 )2
)(1 −
) + (1 − r1 )(
)(1 −
) = Var[w2 ] −
. (6)
r1
r1
1 − r1
1 − r1
Var[w1 ]
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By the equation we see that the expected variance always drops, and the drop is proportional
to (r1 r2 − r12 )2 . Below we call this quantity the correlation between the two events.
Correlation has a geometric meaning in Lasserre solutions. Notice that r1 = hvw1 , v∅ i, r2 =
hvw2 , v∅ i, and r12 = hvw1 vw2 i (by Theorem 2). As in Theorem 2 we express vwi = ri v∅ + uwi , then
huw1 , uw2 i = hvw1 , vw2 i − r1 r2 = r12 − r1 r2 . Therefore we have (r1 r2 − r12 )2 = huw1 , uw2 i2 .
Definition 2 (Correlation, Global Correlation, Variance). Given a solution SDP k and two events
w1 , w2 , The correlation between w1 and w2 is defined as (where probabilites r and vectors u are as
in Theorem 2):
Cor[w1 , w2 ] = (rw1 rw2 − r{w1 ,w2 } )2 = huw1 , uw2 i2 .
The global correlation of a set of vectors {zp } (p ∈ U ) is just the expected correlation between
two randomly picked vectors:
GC({zp }) = E hzp , zq i2 .
p,q∈U

The global correlation of the SDP solution is the global correlation of all the u vectors for the
set of atomic events (Ω). Intuitively it is the average correlation between a pair of atomic events.
GC k =

huw1 , uw2 i2 .

E

w1 ,w2 ∈Ω

(7)

The variance of the solution is
V ARk = E rw (1 − rw ).
w∈Ω

(8)

Now we are ready to state the main lemma in this Section.
Lemma 3. Suppose SDP solution SDP k has global correlation GC k and variance V ARk . Upon
picking a random event w ∈ Ω and conditioning on that event, the new solution SDP k−1 has
expected variance at most V ARk − 4GC k . (the expectation is over the random choice of the event
and whether the event happened or not)
Proof. Pick a random event w1 in the solution SDP k , and condition the whole solution on this
event. By definition of global correlation (7) we know
E E huw1 , uw2 i2 = GC k .

w1 w2

But since w1 is a 0, 1 event, V ar[w1 ] is always at most 1/4. By Equation (6), for any event w2 ,
the variance Var[w2 |w1 ] ≤ Var[w2 ] − 4Cor[w1 , w2 ]. Using this we have
E V ARk−1 = E E Var[w2 |w1 ] ≤ E E (Var[w2 ] − 4Cor[w1 , w2 ]) = V ARk − 4GC k .

w1

w1 w2

w1 w2

Lemma 3 corresponds to a single step in our iterative rounding. So long as the global correlation
is substantial —say, at least 10/k– we can repeat this step up to k times and drive the variance
of the solution towards zero. Intuitively, once the variance is small enough, the solution should be
almost integral and thus easy to round. Indeed we show the following:
Lemma 4. Given a vector solution SDP k (k ≥ 2) for k-level Lasserre lifting Lask , we say a vertex
p is determined if there’s a color C such that event {p, C} that happens with probability more than
1/2. Otherwise the vertex is undetermined. If SDP k has variance V ARk < 1/8 then at least 1/4
of the vertices are determined. Moreover, if we color the determined vertices with the color that
makes them determined, then this is a valid partial coloring (i.e., no two adjacent vertices will have
the same color).
6

Proof. First rewrite the definition of variance as
V ARk = E rw (1 − rw ) = E
w∈Ω

E

p∈V C∈{R,Y,B}

r(p,C) (1 − r(p,C) ).

From this formula we know for any vertex p and its 3 events w1 , w2 , w3 , their contribution to
V ARk is proportional to (V ar[w1 ] + V ar[w2 ] + V ar[w3 ])/3 (the second expectation in the right
hand side). For undetermined vertices, the probabilities for w1 , w2 , w3 can be more than 1/2
and they sum up to 1, thus the minimum possible value of the contribution of this vertex p is
(V ar[w1 ] + V ar[w2 ] + V ar[w3 ])/3 is (1/4 + 1/4 + 0)/3 = 1/6. If more than 3/4 of the vertices are
undetermined, we would have V ARk > 3/4 · 1/6 = 1/8, which contradicts our assumption.
For the moreover part, notice that the solution SDP k is valid for the second level of Lasserre,
which means it induces locally consistent distributions for any two vertices. For any edge (p, q) in
the graph, if both p and q have events {p, C1 }, {q, C2 } that happen with probability more than 1/2,
then we show C1 6= C2 . Suppose for contradition that C1 = C2 = C. If we look at the distribution
that the Lasserre solution induces on these two vertices, with positive probabililty both of them
will be colored with color C. This contradicts with the validity of the Lasserre solution. Therefore
we must have C1 6= C2 .
Local correlation For an SDP solution, we would want to argue either Lemma 4 can be applied
or the solution has large global correlation. To show this, we introduce local correlation as an
intermediate step. We first show that if we cannot apply Lemma 4, the solution SDP k always has
local correlation, then we analyze the relationship between local correlation and global correlation
in the next section and show high local correlation implies high global correlation.
For a vertex p, we construct a new vector zp = (up,R , up,B , up,Y ) (which means zp is the
concatenation
P of the 3 vectors, the vector u comes from Theorem 2). It’s easy to see that
hzp , zq i = C∈{R,Y,B} hup,C , uq,C i. Since hzp , zq i2 ≤ 27 EC1 ,C2 ∈{R,Y,B} hup,C1 , uq,C2 i2 , we know GC ≥
1/27 · Ep,q∈V hzp , zq i2 . Hence the global correlation of the {zp } vectors Ep,q∈V hzp , zq i2 can be used
to lowerbound the global correlation of the solution SDP k .
Local correlation is the expected correlation between endpoints of edges.
Definition 3 (Local Correlation). Given a graph G and an SDP solution SDP k , first construct
vectors zp = (up,R , up,B , up,Y ). Then local correlation for this solution is defined to be
LC =

E
(p,q)∈E

hzp , zq i.

(9)

Local correlation depends on both the solution (SDP k ) and the graph G, unlike global correlation which only depends on the solution. Also, local correlation can be negative because we are
not taking the squares of inner-products.
We shall prove the following Lemma which ensures high local correlation until we can find a
large independent set.
Lemma 5. If G is a regular graph with Lasserrek number at most 3, and in an SDP solution
SDP k at most n/4 vertices are determined in the sense of Lemma 4 then the local correlation
E(p,q)∈E hzp , zq i ≤ −1/8.
Proof. If (p, q) is an edge, both p and q have no event with probability more than 1/2 (these vertices
were called undetermined in Lemma 4), we shall prove hzp , zq i ≤ −1/4. Indeed, since (p, q) is an
edge by (2) we have hvp,R , vq,R i = rp,R rq,R + hup,R , uq,R i = 0. Which means hup,R , uq,R i is always
7

non-positive. In particular we have hzp , zq i = −rp,R rq,R − rp,Y rq,Y − rp,B rq,B ≤ −1/4. The last
inequality holds because the r values are all smaller than 1/2, the worst case happens when the
probabilities are (1/2, 1/2, 0) and (0, 1/2, 1/2).
Since only 1/4 of the vertices are determined (in the sense of Lemma 4), we consider the set
S of undetermined vertices. At least 1/2 of edges of G have both endpoints in S. Therefore
E(p,q)∈E hzp , zq i ≤ −1/4 ∗ 1/2 = −1/8.
Actually a stronger version of the Lemma is true:
Lemma 6. Suppose G is a regular graph with Lasserrek number at most 3, and in an SDP solution
SDP k at most n/4 vertices are determined in the sense of Lemma 4 . Choose any doubly stochastic
matrix M such that Mp,q = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ E. 2 The local correlation respect to this “reweighting”
E(p,q)∈R M hzp , zq i ≤ −1/8.
The proof is exactly the same as Lemma 5 because we still have at least 1/2 of the weights
between undetermined vertices.

4

Threshold Rank and Global Correlation

In this section we show how local correlation and global correlation are connected through threshold
rank. Threshold rank of a graph RankC (G) is defined by Arora et.al. in [1] as the number of
eigenvalues larger than C. As they observed in [1], many problems have subexponential time
algorithms when the underlying graph has low (i.e. sublinear) threshold rank. We show that 3Coloring also lies in this category. If the underlying graph (or more precisely, a reweighting of the
graph in the sense discussed after Lemma 5) has low threshold rank, then an SDP solution will
have high global correlation as long as it has local correlation.
Our definition for threshold rank is different from [1]. We are interested in eigenvalues that
are smaller than a certain negative constant −C. For a graph G, we use Rank−C (G) to denote
the number of eigenvalues of G’s normalized ajacency matrix whose value is at most −C. In all
discussions C should be viewed as a positive constant, and we use negative sign to indicate that we
are interested in eigenvalues smaller than −C.For a reweighting M of G (in the sense of Lemma 6),
we also use Rank−C (M ) to denote its threshold rank, which is the number of eigenvalues of M
that are at most −C.
Consider a convex relaxation of threshold rank given by Barak et.al.[5]. In this relaxation each
vertex in the graph has a vector zp (later we will see that they are indeed related to the vectors
{zp } in Lemma 5), and we try to maximize D, the reciprocal of global correlation.
max D
s.t. E kzp k22 = 1
p∈V

E
(p,q)∈E

hzp , zq i ≤ −C

E (hzp , zq i)2 ≤ 1/D.

p,q∈V

(10)
(11)
(12)

Barak et.al.[5] proved the following two Lemmas explaining why this is a relaxation to threshold
rank. For completeness we give the proof in Appendix (Section B).
2

These doubly stochastic matrices are called“reweightings” of G, because they correspond to normalized ajacency
matrices of G after we assign weights to edges.
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Lemma 7. If the threshold rank of G is D (Rank−C (G) = D), then the optimal value D∗ of the
convex relaxation is at least D.
Lemma 8. If the Rank−C/2 (G) = D, then the optimal value D∗ of the convex relaxation is at most
4D/C 2 = Rank−C/2 (G)/(C/2)2 .
Lemma 8 is important for our analysis because it implies if the local correlation (left-handside of Equation (11)) is smaller than a negative constant, and threshold rank is low, the global
correlation (left-hand-side of Equation (12)) must be of order Ω(1/D). Now we are ready to prove
Theorem 1:
Proof. Write the SDP in Section 2 with c · D levels of Lasserre lifting (Lasc·D ), and solve it in time
nO(D) . We apply the following rounding algorithm inspired by Lemma 3.
1. Initialize SOL to be SDP c·D
2. Repeat
3. If at least n/4 of the vertices have an event in the SOL with probability more than 1/2
4.
Then apply Lemma 4 to get a partial coloring .
5. Pick a random event w, condition the solution SOL on this event
6. Until SOL is only valid for the first Level of Lasserre
Clearly, if the condition in Step 3 is satisfied and we proceed to Step 4, by Lemma 4 we get a
partial coloring for n/4 vertices. In particular, one of the colors will have more than n/12 vertices,
and they form an independent set. Therefore we only need to prove the probability that we reach
Step 4 is large.
Let ri be the probability that Step 4 is reached before iteration i. We would like to prove
rc·D ≥ 1/2. Assume we continue to run the algorithm even if Step 4 is reached (and we have already
found an independent set). Let SOLi be the solution at step i, GCi be its global correlation and
V ARi be its variance.
We first prove the following Claim:
Claim: If the number of undetermined vertices in SOLi is smaller than n/4, the global correlation
GCi is at least Ω(1/D).
Proof. Given the assumption, we can apply Lemma 5. From the solution SOLi , Lemma 5 constructs
vectors {zp }(p ∈ V ), and E(p,q)∈E hzp , zq i ≤ −1/8.
We shall normalize these vectors so that they satisfy Equations (10) and (11). The norm of zp
2 − r 2 − r 2 . Here r
is kzp k22 = kup,R k22 + kup,Y k22 + kup,B k22 = 1 − rp,R
p,X is the probability that
p,Y
p,B
p is colored with color X, and the equation follows from Theorem 2. If for vertex p no event has
probability more than 1/2, then kzp k22 is a value between 1/4 and 1. As assumed the number of such
vertices is at least 3n/4 (otherwise Step 4 has already been performed), thus Ep∈V kzp k22 is between
q
0
3/16 and 1. We can normalize these vectors by multiplying with c = 1/ Ep∈V kzp k22 . For the
normalized vectors {zp }, we have Ep∈V kzp k22 = 1. And since c0 ≥ 1 we still have E(p,q)∈E hzp , zq i ≤
−1/8.
The vectors {zp } satisfy Equation (10) and (11) for C = −1/8. Since we know Rank−1/16 (G) =
D, Lemma 8 shows that the left-hand-side of Equation (12) must be at least (1/16)2 /D = Ω(1/D).
That is, the global correlation between vectors {zp } is at least Ω(1/D).
By analysis in Section 3, we know GCi is within a constant factor of Ep,q hzp , zq i2 . Since
the normalization factor c0 between zp and zp is also bounded by a constant, Ep,q hzp , zq i2 and
Ep,q hzp , zq i2 are also within a constant factor. Thus GCi ≥ Ω(1/D).
9

The proof proceeds as follows: when ri , the probability that the solution has more than 3/4
“determined” vertices, is large we can already get a good solution by applying the moreover part
of Lemma 4. Otherwise we can apply the claim and Lemma 8 to conclude that the expected global
correlation must be high at step i; then Lemma 3 reduces ri significantly.
In step i, with probability 1 − ri the number of “determined” vertices (in the sense of Lemma 4)
is smaller than n/4. When this happens (number of determined vertices small), Lemma 8 shows
the global correlation is at least Ω(1/D). Therefore the expected global correlation at step i
is at least E[GCi ] ≥ Ω(1/D) ∗ 1/2 = Ω(1/D) (the expectation is over random choices of the
algorithm) just by considering the situations when number of determined vertices is small. By
Lemma 3 we know every time Step 5 is applied, the variance is expected to reduce by GCi . That is,
E[V ARi+1 ] ≤ E[V ARi ] − 4 E[GCi ] ≤ E[V ARi ] − Ω(1/D). If ri remains smaller than 1/2 for all the
c · D rounds (where c is a large enough constant), we must have E[V ARc·D ] < 1/16. By Markov’s
Inequality with probability at least 1/2 the variance is at most 1/8, in which case Lemma 4 can be
applied. That is, rc·D ≥ 1/2. This is a contradiction and we must have ri ≥ 1/2 for some i ≤ c · D.
Therefore with probability at least 1/2 the rounding algorithm will reach Step 4 and find a large
independent set.
For the moreover part, we apply a random permutation π over the vertices before running the
whole algorithm. In the permuted graph n/12 of the vertices are in the independent set S found
by the algorithm above. If we apply the inverse permutation π −1 to the independent set found, we
claim that any vertex q of the original graph is inside the independent set π −1 (S) with probability
at least 1/12.
Indeed, for any two vertices q1 , q2 of the original graph, suppose we first apply an automorphism
0
π such that π 0 (q2 ) = q1 (such π 0 must exist because the graph is vertex-transitive). Now the
probability that q2 ∈ π 0−1 π −1 (S) is the same as the probability that q1 ∈ π −1 (S) (they are actually
the same event). Also, since π 0 is an automorphism, the algorithm have no way to tell whether
we have applied π 0 before π, thus we must have Pr[q2 ∈ π −1 (S)] = Pr[q2 ∈ π 0−1 π −1 (S)] = Pr[q1 ∈
π −1 (S)]. All probabilities are equal to their average, which is the size of S divided by n, and is at
least 1/12.
Repeat this procedure 100 log n times, each vertex is in one of the 100 log n independent sets
with probability at least 1 − n−2 . Union bound shows with high probability the union of these
independent sets is the vertex set. We use one color for each independent set (if a vertex belongs
to multiple sets then choose an arbitrary one among them), which gives a valid O(log n) coloring.
Note that the theorem is still true if any reweighting M of G has low threshold rank, the proof
is just by replacing Lemma 5 with Lemma 6.

5

Threshold Rank Bound for Distance Transitive Graphs

As we explained in the Introduction, symmetric graphs are a natural class of hard instances for
graph coloring problem. Also, by Blum Coloring Tools, it is enough to consider graphs with low
diameter for 3-Coloring (the proof is similar to Theorem 15).
In this section we focus on a class of symmetric graphs: distance transitive graphs, and we
prove for a distance transitive graph with diameter ∆, the threshold rank Rank−C (G) is at most
(O(1/C 2 ))∆ . We begin by defining distance transitive graphs:
Definition 4 (Distance Transitive Graph). A graph G = (V, E) is distance-transitive if for any
pairs of vertices (p, q) and (s, t), where the shortest-path distance between p, q and s, t are the
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same, there is always an automorphism that maps p to s and q to t. In other words, pairs of of
vertices at a particular distance look identical.
Distance transitive graphs have many nice properties, especially when we look at the neighborhoods of vertices. Define Γk (p) to be the k-th neighborhood of p (which is the set of vertices
at distance k of p), by the
condition, T
we know if a pair of vertices p, q have
T distance transitive
T
distance k, then |Γk−1 (p) Γ(q)|, |Γk (p) Γ(q)|, |Γk+1 (p) Γ(q)|Tare three numbers that
T depend
only on k. AsTa convention, we call these numbers ck = |Γk−1 (p) Γ(q)|, ak = |Γk (p) Γ(q)| and
bk = |Γk+1 (p) Γ(q)| adjacency numbers of the graph G. The size of k-th neighborhood (|Γk (p)|) is
represented by nk . The following is known about spectral properties of distance transitive graphs[6]:
Lemma 9. A distance transitive graph G has ∆ + 1 distinct eigenvalues, which are the eigenvalues
of the matrix


0 1
 d a1 c2





b
a
c
1
2
3
.
B=


.
.
.



b∆−2 a∆−1 c∆ 
b∆−1

a∆

Moreover, suppose the i-th eigenvalue is λi (λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ∆ ), with left eigenvector ui and
right eigenvector vi (uTi B = λi uTi , Bvi = λi vi ), we have vi (j) = nj ui (j). When vi is normalized so
that vi (0) = 1, the multiplicity of λi in the original graph is n/hui , vi i.
Note that the eigenvalues in the above Lemma are for the adjacency matrix of G. There is a
normalization factor d (the degree) between these eigenvalues and eigenvalues we were using for
threshold rank. Also, there is a simple lemma about the adjacency numbers ai , bi and ci ’s
Lemma 10. In distance transitive graphs, ai + bi + ci = d (d is the degree of the graph), bi ≥ bi+1 ,
ci ≤ ci+1 , and ni+1 = ni bi /ci+1 .
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 11. If a distance transitive graph has Lasserre2O(∆) number 3, then there is an algorithm
O(∆)
that colors it with O(log n) colors in time n2
.
Proof. We first prove that the threshold rank of a distance transitive graph Rank−C (G) is at most
∆(10/C 2 )∆ . We shall show if i-th eigenvalue of B is a large negative value λi < −Cd, then we have
hui , vi i ≥ n/(10/C 2 )∆ . By Lemma 9 this implies that the multiplicity of this eigenvalue cannot be
more than (10/C 2 )∆ . Since B has at most ∆ + 1 distinct eigenvalues this is enough to prove the
theorem.
For simplicity we’ll drop the subscript i. That is, λ = λi , u = ui and v = vi . We write out the
recursion for u(j) obtained by the fact that u is a left-eigenvalue of B (u(0) = 1, u(1) = λ/d):
u(j) =

(λ − aj−1 )u(j − 1) − cj−1 u(j − 2)
bj−1

j>1

When cj ≤ C 2 d/10, we follow this recursion and show |u(j + 1)| ≥ |u(j)|(C/2) by induction.
The base case for j = 0 and j = 1 is obvious because u(0) = 1 and u(1) ≤ −C. Suppose this is
true for j ≤ t, when j = t + 1 we have
|u(t + 1)| =

|(λ − at )u(t) − ct u(t − 1)|
|λ + at ||u(t)| − |ct ||u(t − 1)|
≥
≥ C/2 · |u(t)|.
bt
d
11

Suppose the l-th level is the first level such that cl ≥ C 2 d/10, we know cl+j (j ≥ 0) will all be
at least C 2 d/10 by Lemma 10. Then we have nl+j+1 = nl+j bl+j /cl+j+1 ≤ 10/C 2 nl+j . This means
nl ≥ n/(10/C 2 )∆−l . By above induction |u(l)| ≥ (C/2)l , and by Lemma 9 v(j) = nj u(j), therefore
hu, vi =

∆
X
(u(j))2 nj ≥ (u(l))2 nl ≥ n/(10/C 2 )∆ .
j=0

Thus the threshold rank is always smaller than ∆(10/C 2 )∆ = 2O(∆) . Finally using the algorithm
O(∆)
in Theorem 1 we can color a distance transitive graph in O(n2
) time.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we explored the relationship between threshold rank and graph coloring. Unlike
other problems such as Unique Games and MAX-CUT considered by Arora et.al.[1], we show that
3-Coloring is actually related to the negative side of the spectrum. And we give an algorithm
that can find linear size independent set when the graph has threshold rank D and Lasserrec·D
number is 3. The efficiency of our algorithm depends on the threshold rank of a graph. Known
integrality gap examples [14, 15] of 3-Coloring all have threshold rank that is polylog in the number
of vertices (see Section C). Thus our algorithm can detect in quasipolynomial time that they are not
3-Colorable.The relationship between global correlation and rounding and the convex relaxation
for threshold rank are inspired by Barak e.al.[5] and we believe these techniques can be useful in
other problems.
If our approach is combined with combinatorial tools, it could possibly lead to good subexponential (or even quasipolynomial-time) coloring algorithms. In particular, if the following conjecture
is true for any constant C and D = nδ , we get a exp(nδ ) time algorithm for coloring 3-Colorable
graph with n colors (see Section D). We have no counterexamples for the Conjecture when C is a
constant and D is more than polylog(n).
Conjecture 12. There exists an algorithm such that for any graph G, can either
• Find a subset S of vertices. The vertex expansion is at most ΦV (S) ≤ (n/|S|)1/C .
• Certify the existence of a reweighting M of G such that Rank−1/16 (M ) ≤ D.
We also give efficient algorithm to color distance transitive graphs with low diameter and
Lasserrek number is 3 for large k. These graphs have properties that seem to make it hard
for previously known algorithms.
Acknowledgement We thank David Steurer, Grant Schoenebeck and Aravindan Vijayaraghavan
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A

Preliminaries

In this Section we introduce the Blum Coloring Tools and the symmetry of graphs.

A.1

Blum Coloring Tools

Blum[7] described a series of combinatorial tools to make progress in graph coloring. Most of the
coloring algorithms we mentioned used these tools in some ways. In this section we shall state
without proof the main theorem of Blum’s coloring tools. Before introducing Blum Coloring Tools,
first recall the edge expansion and vertex expansion of a set S. For a regular graph G = (V, E) with
degree d, The edge expansion of a set of vertices S ⊆ V is the fraction of edges that go out of the
\S)
set, we denote this by Φ(S) = E(S,V
(E(S, T ) denotes the number of edges with one endpoint
d|S|
in S and the other endpoint in T ). The vertex expansion is the ratio between number of neighbors
(excluding the set itself) and number of vertices in the set. We denote this by ΦV (S) = |Γ(S)−S|
.
|S|
Blum Coloring Tools define three ways to make progress in graph coloring.
Theorem 13 (Blum Coloring Tools). An algorithm on graph G makes progress towards a f (n)
coloring if it finds one of the following:
• An independent set S of size n/f (n).
• A two-colorable set S with vertex expansion ΦV (S) ≤ O(f (n)).
• Two vertices that have the same color in every valid 3-coloring of the graph.
If there is an efficient algorithm that always makes progress towards a f (n) coloring, there is
an efficient algorithm that colors every 3-colorable graph with Õ(f (n)) colors.
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A.2

Symmetry of Graphs

Previous improvements over the SDP approach in [16] use global analysis: the worst case in local
analysis cannot happen everywhere in the graph. This points us to symmetric graphs when trying
to find lowerbounds. Indeed, known integrality gap examples such as the one in [15] have good
symmetry properties. However, in this paper we show that if a graph is highly symmetric, then it
is actually easier to find a good coloring. We formally define the symmetry properties of graphs in
this section.
The symmetry of graphs is characterized by automorphisms. An automorphism of a graph G is
a permutation π : V → V such that (π(p), π(q)) is an edge if and only if (p, q) is an edge. It is not
hard to see that all automorphisms of a particular graph form a group under canonical composition
of permutations. We call a graph vertex-symmetric if for any two vertices p and q, there is always
an automorphism π such that π(p) = q. A graph is arc-transitive if for any two arcs (p, q) and (s, t),
there is always an automorphism π that maps p to s and q to t. In particular, an arc-transitive
graph is always vertex transitive, and they usually have larger automorphism groups.
Distance transtive graphs, as we defined in Section 5, have even larger automorphism groups.

B

Relationship Between Threshold Rank and the Relaxation

We restate the convex relaxation for threshold rank here and prove the two Lemmas in [5] about
its connection to threshold rank.
max D
s.t. E kzp k22 = 1

(13)

p∈V

E
(p,q)∈E

hzp , zq i ≤ −C

E (hzp , zq i)2 ≤ 1/D.

p,q∈V

(14)
(15)

Lemma 7 (Restated). If the threshold rank of G is D (Rank−C (G) = D), then the optimal value
D∗ of the convex relaxation is at least D.
Proof. Let w1 , w2 , . . ., wD be the D eigenvectors correspond to eigenvalues at most −C and λi ’s
2 = 1 and they are
be the corresponding eigenvalues. These vectors are normalized so that Ep∈V wi,p
all orthogonal to each other. Now we construct D dimensional √
vectors zp : the i-th component of
vp is the p-th component of wi (and we scale zp by a factor of 1/ D). To see how this constuction
is done, consider the following matrix
w1,1
w2,1
..
.

w1,2
w2,2
..
.

...
...

w1,n
w2,n
..
.

wD,1

wD,2

...

wD,n

√
The row vectors are the vectors wi , the column vectors are the corresponding vectors D · zp .
Now we show that these vectors satisfy the Equations (13) and (14), and the the left-hand-side of
Equation (15) is exactly 1/D. For the Equation (13), we have
E kzp k22
p∈V

=

D
X
i=1

2
E wi,p
/D = D · 1/D = 1.

p∈V
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For Equation (14),


D
X
1
E hzp , zq i =
E wi,p E wi,q
D p∈V
(p,q)∈E
(q,p)∈E
i=1

D
1 X
=
E wi,p λi wi,p
p∈V
D

1
D

=

i=1
D
X

λi

i=1

≤ −C.
Now we compute the global correlation (left-hand-side of Equation (15) and show that it is
exactly 1/D.
D
X
E (hzp , zq i) = E (
wi,p wi,q /D)2
2

p,q∈V

p,q∈V

=

i=1

X

E wi,p wj,p wi,q wj,q /D2

1≤i,j≤d

1
= 2
D
1
= 2
D

p,q∈V

X 
1≤i,j≤d

E wi,p wj,p


E wi,q wj,q

p∈V

X 
1≤i,j≤d


q∈V

2
E wi,p wj,p

p∈V


2

2
1 X
1 X
2
E wi,p + 2
E wi,p wj,p
= 2
p∈V
p∈V
D
D
1≤i≤d

=

1
D2

X

i6=j

1 X
(kwi k22 /n)2 + 2
(hwi , wj i/n)2
D

1≤i≤d

i6=j

= 1/D.

Lemma 8 (Restated). If the Rank−C/2 (G) = D, then the optimal value D∗ of the convex relaxation
is at most 4D/C 2 = Rank−C/2 (G)/(C/2)2 .
Proof. The main idea is to prove that once Equation (14) is satisfied, a significant portion of the
vectors must lie in the space spanned by eigenvectors with eigenvalues at most −C/2. To make
this precise, we use w1 , w2 , . . ., wn to denote the eigenvectors (these vectors are still normalized
2 = 1). As the threshold rank Rank
so that Ep∈V wi,p
−C/2 (G) = D, the first D have eigenvalues at
most −C/2. Let {zp } be the set the vectors that optimizes D∗ . Since every Euclidean metric over
n points has a representation using n dimensions, we can assume without loss of generality that
zp ’s have dimension n.
As in Lemma 7, we consider matrix A = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ), and take the transpose. We express
T
A as (w10 , w20 , . . . , wn0 ), and expand each wi0 in the basis {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn }. That is,
wi0 =

n
X
j=1

16

αi,j wj .

Now we express the inner-product of zp and zq in terms of w-vectors.
hzp , zq i =

n
X

0
wi,p
w0 i, q =

i=1

Let αj =

n X
n
X

2
αi,j
wj,p wj,q +

2
i=1 αi,j ,

αi,j1 αi,j2 wj1 ,p wj2 ,q .

(16)

i=1 j1 6=j2

i=1 j=1

qP
n

n X
n
X

we can simplify (16) as
n
X

hzp , zq i =

αj2 wj,p wj,q

+

n X
n
X

αi,j1 αi,j2 wj1 ,p wj2 ,q .

i=1 j1 6=j2

j=1

Since wi ’s are orthogonal, when computing the left-hand-side of Equation (13) and (14), the
expectation is 0 and can be ignored. The left hand side of Equation(13) is just the sum of squares
of αi ’s. We have:
 X
n 
n
X
2
2
2
E kzp k2 =
αi E wi,p =
αi2 = 1.
p∈V

p∈V

i=1

i=1

The left hand side of Equation (14) is just the sum of squares of αi ’s weighted by the corresponding eigenvalues λi ’s. That is
E
(p,q)∈E

hzp , zq i =

n 
X

αi2

i=1


E
(p,q)∈E

wi,p wi,q

=

n
X

αi2 λi ≤ −C.

i=1

Now by averaging argument we know the contribution
the leftPto
PD of 2the first D eigenvectors
n
2
hand-side of Equation (14) is at least C/2 (that is,
i=1 αi λi ≥
j=1 αi ≥ C/2). Otherwise
Pn
PD 2
−1 · i=1 αi − C/2 i=D+1 αi2 > −C.
Finally we look at Equation (15).
X

E hzp , zq i2 =

p,q∈V

αi1 ,j1 αi2 ,j3 αi1 ,j2 αi2 ,j4 E[wj1 ,p wj3 ,p ] E[wj2 ,q wj4 ,q ].
p

i1 ,i2 ,j1 ,j2 ,j3 ,j4

q

In this sum, only the terms with j1 = j3 and j2 = j4 can be nonzero by orthogonality of w
vectors. When j1 = j3 and j2 = j4 the two expectations are equal to 1. Thus the sum can be
simplified to

2

E hzp , zq i =

p,q∈V

X

αi1 ,j1 αi2 ,j1 αi1 ,j2 αi2 ,j2 =

i1 ,i2 ,j1 ,j2

X

n
X

j1 ,j2

i=1

!2
αi,j1 αi,j2

Applying Cauchy-Schwartz to we lowerbound this by
n
X

Thus the optimal

D∗

αi4 ≥

D
X

αi4 ≥

i=1

i=1

is at most

4D/C 2 .

D
1 X 2 2
(
αi ) ≥ C 2 /4D.
D
i=1
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≥

n
n
X
X
j=1

i=1

!2
2
αi,j

=

n
X
j=1

αj4 .

C

Threshold Rank Bounds for Integrality Gap Examples

The SDP used by Karger, Motwani and Sudan[16] defined the notion of “vector chromatic number”.
Later integrality gap examples were found by Feige et.al.[14] and Frankl et.al.[15]. They show that
there is a graph G with vector vector chromatic number 3, but the largest independent set in the
graph G only has size nc for some c bounded away from 1. Thus it is impossible to round the SDP
in [16] and get a coloring with less than n1−c colors.
The graph in Frankl-Rodl[15] has Lasserre1 number 3. They showed the following theorem
Theorem 14 (Frankl-Rodl). For a graph G = ({±1}d , E) where (x, y) ∈ E if and only if they
differ in exactly 3d/4 positions3 , the largest independent set of G has size (2 − )d . Here  is a
positive constant that does not depend on d.
Arora et.al.[4] showed that this graph has low threshold rank. Indeed, since this graph
Q is a
d
Cayley graph on the group {±1} , its eigenvectors correspond to the characters χS (x) = i∈S xi .
For any set S, we can compute the corresponding eigenvector. By symmetry it’s easy to see the
eigenvalue only depends on the size of the set S. When the size of set S is s  n/2, the eigenvalue is
roughly (−1/2)s , and for larger sets the eigenvalues are negligible. Thus Rank−C (G) = dO(log 1/C) =
polylog(n). The Lasserrepolylog(n) number of the graph must be larger than 3, because otherwise
by Theorem 1 we can find an independent set of linear size. Therefore this graph is no longer a
valid integrality gap example after polylog(n) levels of Lasserre lifting. The graphs in [14] come
from random sampling and it’s impossible to express the eigenvalues explicitly, but random walk
analysis similar to [4] can be used to show that the threshold rank is also polylog(n).
Arora and Chlamtac[2] also constructed a graph which is 3-colorable and has polylog(n) threshold rank. The graph is also a good vertex expander, thus the existence of such a graph shows that
Conjecture 12 cannot be true for D < polylog(n).
The vertices of this graph are labeled by {1, 2, 3}d . Two vertices x, y are adjacent if and
only if they differ in all coordinates. For this graph, each eigenvector correspond to a vector
w ∈ {−1, 0, 1}d . Let f (0) = 1 and f (1) = f (2) = −1/2, then the eigenvector correspond to w is
just f (hw, xi mod 3). The eigenvalue for the eigenvector corresponding to w only depends on the
number of ±1’s in w (which we denote by |w|). When |w| = s, the eigenvalue is (−1/2)s . Therefore
the threshold rank Rank−C (G) is also poly(d) = polylog(n).

D

Graph Decomposition and Small-Set-Expansion

The Blum Coloring Tools suggest that when a graph has low vertex expansion, we can utilize this
property and get an approximate coloring. Indeed, we can get efficient algorithms for coloring by
combining expansion properties and threshold rank if the conjecture stated in Conclusion is true.
Here we restate the conjecture and prove the theorem.
Conjecture 12 (Restated). There exists an algorithm such that for any graph G, can either
• Find a subset S of vertices. The vertex expansion is at most ΦV (S) ≤ (n/|S|)1/C .
• Certify the existence of a reweighting M of G such that Rank−1/16 (M ) ≤ D.
Theorem 15. If Conjecture 12 is true for constant C and parameter D(n), then there is an
algorithm that finds a O(n1/C log n) coloring in time nO(D(n)) .
3

3d/4 has to be even
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Proof. By Blum Coloring Tools, it’s enough to find an independent set of size Ω(n1−1/C ). For any
graph G, we apply the algorithm in the Conjecture. If the algorithm certifies the existence of a
reweighting, we can find a linear size independent set using Lasserre Rounding (Theorem 1). If
S the
algorithm returns a set S, then we remove the neighbors of S, and recurse on S and V \(Γ(S) S).
We now prove by induction that the number of remaining vertices is always at least n1−1/C .
The base case is trivial: if the graph G has only one vertex then the algorithm cannot return
such a set. Suppose the number of remaining vertices is always at least |V |1−1/C when the number
of vertices is at most k. When the number of vertices is k + 1, suppose the size of the set found by
the algorithm is |S|. After recurse on S, by induction hypothesis the number of vertices remaining
is |S|1−1/C , and the number of vertices we removed is at most |S| ∗ ((k + 1)/|S|)1/CS, the ratio
between these two values is exactly (k + 1)1/C . When we recurse on the set V \(Γ(S) S), again
by induction hypothesis the ratio between total number of vertices and the number of remaining
vertices is at most (k + 1)1/C . Thus at least (k + 1)1−1/C fraction of the vertices will remain.
By taking the union of all the independent sets we found, we proved that we can always find an
independent set of size Ω(n1−1/C ).
We cannot find any counterexamples for Conjecture 12 when the C is a constant and D is
more than polylog(n). For D = polylog(n) Arora and Chlamtac have a example (see Section C).
However, it is important that we allow reweightings. Otherwise consider G as a graph with lots of
negative eigenvalues (high threshold rank), we construct G0 by making two copies of G, and connect
them using a random bipartite graph. It is not hard to prove that G0 still has high threshold rank,
and because random graphs are good vertex expanders there are no sets that satisfy the second
condition. This kind of counterexamples can be ruled out because in the reweighting we can set
the weights of edges in G to be 0. In this way the reweighting M will correspond to a random
bipartite graph which has low threshold rank.
The conjecture possibly true with any constant C and D = n for any  > 0, which gives a
subexponential time algorithm for coloring a 3-colorable graph with nδ colors for any δ > 0.
The threshold rank of the graph is closely related to small-set-expansion properties. As Steurer
showed in [21]
Theorem 16. Let G be a graph with n vertices such that Rankλ (G) > nβ /δ. Then, G contains
a vertex set with volume at most δ and expansion at most 1 − λO(1/β) . Furthermore there exists a
polynomial-time algorithm that given G and δ, finds such a vertex set.
Thus if in a reweighting every small subset is almost perfectly expanding, the graph will have
low threshold rank (smaller than nβ /δ). The ability to assign different weights for different edges
is the main reason that we believe the conjecture is true (and indeed simple counterexamples exist
if we are not allowed to reweight the edges). However, this ability to assign weights also makes
it difficult to examine the expansion properties of the graph. We observe that for arc-transitive
graphs, a small set that is not perfectly expanding implies high threshold rank no matter how the
weights are assigned for each edge.
Theorem 17. If an arc-transitive graph G has a set of vertices S, so that the edge expansion
Φ(S) < 1 − C, then RankC/2 (G) ≥ C 2 n/4|S|.
Proof. We apply all automorphisms of G to the set S. Suppose S is mapped to S1 , S2 , . . ., SN
where N is the size of the automorphism group. Since G is arc-transitive, for any edge (p, q),
Pri∈[N ] [q ∈ Si |p ∈ Si ] = 1 − Φ(S) > C. Also, since arc-transitivity implies vertex transitivity, for
every vertex p, Pri∈[N ] [p ∈ Si ] = |S|/n. We construct N dimensional vectors z1 , z2 , . . ., zn as
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follows: the j-th component (j ∈ [N ]) of vi is
Ep∈V kzp k22 = 1. And we know
E
(p,q)∈E

p
n/N |S| if i ∈ Sj and 0 otherwise. Clearly we have

[hzp , zq i] = N Pr [p ∈ Si ] Pr [q ∈ Si |p ∈ Si ]n/|S|N = 1 − Φ(S) > C.
i∈[N ]

i∈[N ]

Finally we compute the global correlation between these vectors (we use Si (p) to denote the
indicator variable for the event p ∈ Si )
X

E [hzp , zq i2 ] = E (

p,q∈V

p,q∈V

Si (p)Si (q)n/N |S|)2

i∈[N ]

n2
E[Si (p)Sj (p)] E[Si (q)Sj (q)]
q
i,j∈[N ] |S|2 p
\
= E (n/|S| Pr[p ∈ Si Sj ])2
i,j∈[N ]
\
≤ E n/|S| Pr[p ∈ Si Sj ]

=

E

i,j

= |S|/n.
The last inequality is simply E[X 2 ] < E[X] when X is always between 0 and 1. Similar to
Lemma 8, by the existence of such vectors we can prove RankC/2 (G) ≥ C 2 n/4|S|.
Thus a vertex-expanding edge-transitive graph with a small set that has low expansion will
disprove the Conjecture. We are also not aware of any such graphs.
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